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Tecnifibre signs Filip Peliwo, the 2012 World Junior
Champion
Tecnifibre and Filip Peliwo have signed a multi-year racket and strings agreement.
Filip is from Canada (Vancouver) and is a Polish native. He was
born in 1994.
He has just come off a beautiful 2012 tennis season with strong
results: victories at Wimbledon and the US Open juniors, and
finalist at the Australian Open and French Open juniors.
Filip says : "I am delighted to be a part of the Tecnifibre team at
this exciting time in their history. I look forward to learning a lot
from Janko and as a player of similar stature, I hope I can come
close to emulating his achievements. I love the racquets and
look forward to doing big things with them over the next few
years."
Stuart Duguied from Largardere unlimited says : ”Filip's partnership with Tecnifibre makes sense for
so many reason. First and foremost he loves the racquets - that's the most important thing. But in
the bigger picture, I think the timing is perfect for both parties: Filip as the most decorated junior
tennis player in years; and Tecnifibre as they are on the cusp of a game changing relationship with his
last racquet brand. We wish them both all the best in the years to come."
Tecnifibre Sports Marketing Manager, Guillaume Ducruet, says : “Tecnifibre keeps pushing its
involvement in young players and we are thrilled to welcome the 2012 World Junior Champion on
board. Filip has quickly catched the Tecnifibre spirit and likes the TFIGHT 305 and Razor Code very
much. After reaching all the finals at the Junior Grand Slams last year, our job now is to help him in
his new pro career. Good luck Filip !"
In competition Filip uses the new Tecnifibre/ATP products : the TFight 305 racquet and the Razor
Code string
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